
Lawyers in Charlotte, North Carolina, Can Now
Meet With Custom Legal Marketing Strategists
in Person
Custom Legal Marketing opens new location to help lawyers in Charlotte, NC with their law firm SEO
and search marketing. #CLMWorks

CHARLOTTE, NC, USA, June 12, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Custom Legal Marketing, an Adviatech
company, has opened a strategy center in Charlotte, North Carolina, to assist attorneys in the
state’s largest city and one of the fastest growing metro areas in the United States.

An increasing population of Charlotteans means a rising number of both potential clients and
lawyers in the area. As the competition only gets stiffer, Custom Legal Marketing (CLM) offers
search engine marketing solutions tailored to Charlotte law firms’ specific needs and a No
CompetitionTM Guarantee, meaning CLM will never market competing firms. 

Custom Legal Marketing develops and executes law firm SEO strategies of all sizes in a number
of practice areas, including personal injury, employment law and criminal defense. At the
Charlotte strategy center, CLM team members are available to connect with lawyers seeking to
enhance their search engine optimization, pay-per-click marketing, website design and more.

“CLM’s new strategy center enables us to work face-to-face with lawyers in Charlotte,” said Jason
Bland, Co-Founder of Custom Legal Marketing. “Personal attention has always been key to
carrying out our award-winning services, and we look forward to sitting down with attorneys in
Charlotte to craft a custom and effective online marketing plan.”

The Charlotte office is one of many CLM strategy centers across the United States. Custom Legal
Marketing also has fully staffed offices in San Francisco and Tampa, Florida. The strategy centers
are branch offices where CLM can build local relationships with lawyers throughout the country.

The CLM Charlotte Strategy Center is located at:

Custom Legal Marketing
227 W 4th St
Charlotte, NC 28202
Phone: (704) 245-6003

To learn more about Custom Legal Marketing’s Charlotte Strategy Center, visit
https://www.customlegalmarketing.com/locations/charlotte/

Jason Bland
Custom Legal Marketing
800.789.6451
email us here
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